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Pavesafe rubber paver tiles are manufactured using a proprietary process where 
recycled SBR tire rubber is the primary ingredient. Pavesafe delivers unmatched 
durability for years of performance even under harsh weather conditions and the 
consistent pounding of horses’ hoofs. The dense composition and thick support 
of the tiles make them ideal for applications such as paddock areas, tunnels, 
horse paths, winners’ circles, saddling enclosures, sales facilities, and more.  
Featuring superior slip-resistant characteristics in 4 standard pigmented earth 
tones, Pavesafe enhances the professional appearance of any equestrian facility.

No other product can match Pavesafe’s physical characteristics of exceptional 
durability, comfort, and slip resistance. The pavers are easy to install and 
virtually maintenance-free, while creating an aesthetically pleasing and clean 
environment. Horses remain tension-free on the resilient rubber surface of the 
pavers and conditions for all of your equine activities remain clean, safe, and 
comfortable. Pavesafe is an ideal replacement for the dirty, dusty, and slippery 
hard surfaces that were once typically found in equestrian applications.

Pavesafe for 
Protection and Durability

Notable
Installations



Murdoch Barn, Newton Square, PA

Applestone, Unionville, PA

Woodbine Racetrack, Toronto, Ontario

In Your Barn
Corridors, Stalls, and Wash Bays 
Reducing the possibility of injury is just another step toward providing the 
proper care for your invaluable horses. Whether installed in a barn corridor, 
wash bay, or stall, Pavesafe’s superior slip-resistant properties ensure the 
highest level of safety for horses, their riders, and caregivers. The pavers’ 
coefficient of friction test results far exceed those of concrete, asphalt, and 
other resilient floor coverings in both wet and dry conditions - ensuring 
safe footing in barn corridors and wash-stalls. Pavesafe also features 
excellent shock absorption and damage protection against horses’ kicks or 
other surface abrasions.

Breeding Sheds
Pavesafe pavers replace commonly used wood chips, thus controlling 
bacteria and dust. Moisture and fluids drain easily between the 
interlocking pavers, facilitating easier clean-up and maintenance. With 
hundreds of installations and years of tested performance, Pavesafe has 
gained a reputation as the number one flooring choice for breeding barn 
applications.

At the Racetrack
Pavesafe is the world’s foremost brand in rubber flooring for the equine 
market. The interlocking rubber pavers and wall tiles have been installed 
and enjoyed at prominent race tracks and stables worldwide. In the 
United States, Pavesafe has been installed at notable race tracks such as 
Keeneland in Lexington, KY, Belmont Park in Elmont, NY, and Churchill 
Downs in Louisville, KY.



Pavesafe pavers are specially designed for easy handling and installation. Each paver is 
manufactured in the form of a 7-3⁄4” long dog-bone to interlock with adjacent pavers 
when installed with or without adhesives on site. Pavesafe wall tiles are molded in 1 meter 
x 1⁄2 meter shapes scored in the middle to give the appearance of 2 separate square tiles. 
Both Pavesafe pavers and wall tiles require only periodic cleaning with a water hose and 
sufficient water pressure to wash away dirt caught in seams and scoring.

A sound sub-base is critical for job completion. Excavate approximately 12 inches (300 
mm) of soil below the required finished level of Pavesafe. Use either string lines or chalk 
markings to ensure straight lines in the necessary directions. For a permeable system, 
replace the soil with approximately 9 inches (230mm) of compacted crushed rock and 
one inch (25mm) maximum of damp leveling sand, then lay the Pavesafe pavers or tiles. 
This will allow moisture to penetrate between surface joints and to evaporate in the base. 
Some bases will require a plastic perforated drain to remove possible moisture build-up. 
The impermeable system consists of a hard base (concrete or asphalt). This type base is 
ideal for load-bearing areas or situations withstanding heavy traffic or moving vehicles. 
If Pavesafe is to be placed over a hard base, under cover, consideration must be given to 
the slope or fall for moisture movement. Normally a 1.5% fall to a drainage pit has been 
formed in the base. Pavesafe requires a curbing or finished edge to hold the entire system 
together. Two types of edging are available: (1) Pavesafe Safety Curbing and (2) Pavesafe 
Anti-stumble Edge. These products are made from the same material as Pavesafe (see 
above specifications).
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Pavesafe can easily be cut with a heavy 
duty band saw or a break-off-blade utility 

knife, pending the size of the project.

*Not available in Slate grey

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS THICKNESS - WEIGHT USAGE COLOR

Pavers 73⁄4” x 61⁄4” x 43⁄8”
7⁄8” – 1.17 lb./pc.*
13⁄4” – 2.49 lb./pc.

Parade areas
Saddling areas
Barn corridors
Service roads
Stalls
Wash bays
Breeding sheds
Sales areas

Terra cotta red
Forest green
Black
Slate grey

Paver Tiles 2’ x 2’

5⁄8” – 10.0 lb./pc.
11⁄4” – 20.0 lb./pc.
13⁄4” – 28.0 lb./pc.

Wall Tiles
393⁄8” x 195⁄8”
(1m x 0.5m)

5⁄8” – 12.08 lb./pc.
11⁄4” – 24.17 lb./pc.
13⁄4” – 34.91 lb./pc.

Stall walls
Wash bays
Breeding stalls

Border Edges 2” x 3’ 3” 10” – 22 lb./pc.
Curbing for 
edges

Beveled Edges 12” x 3’ 3”
13⁄16” / 7⁄16” – 5.0 lb./pc.
111⁄16” / 7⁄16” – 11.0 lb./pc.

Curbing & 
reducers

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS THICKNESS - WEIGHT USAGE COLOR

Installation & Maintenance

Specifications


